
MONDAY, DEC 13, 2004 
 
Take out “Firing Squad” Info. 
Find “your” dart gun. Make sure you know its velocity. 
(You did this by firing horizontally at a certain distance….. 
V = Dx/T where T= sqrt ( 2 Dy / Ay ) where Dy is the distance it dropped. ) 
---------------------------- 
Immediately calculate Part Three….. Firing at my head with a Dy of 0, angle of 45 degrees. 
 Dx = 2V2/Ay * sin (45)*cos (45) 
 
Test it out! 
 Make sure you have a table for each part with measurements and calculations: 
I) 
Dx (you decide)| Angle(zero!) | Dy (you measure) | T (you calculate) | Vx (you calculate) 
II) 
Test your gun at different angles, height of target, and distance away and see if physics 
works! 
Show your actual data, and what it should’ve been 
Dy (you decide)| Angle(you decide)|V (you know) |T (you calculate) |  Dx (you calculate)  
**Honors 
Dy (you decide)| Dx (you decide) |V (you know) |T (you calculate) |Angle(you calculate)| 
 
III) 
Dy (0)| Angle(45)|V (you know) |T (you calculate) |  Dx (you calculate)  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
In your conclusion:  
What forces were acting on the dart at each point of its journey? 
In the Gun? On the way up? On the way down?  When it hit? After? 
What do you think those forces depend on? (How could they change?) 
How did the force affect the motion of the dart?  
------------------------ 
By the end of class: Have all your measurements…. THEN make sure your data is in a clear 
table, THEN finish writing your conclusions. Hand in either today or Tuesday 2 pm at latest! 
(Individual lab) 
Coming up: 
Tue, Dec 14th 
 Movie on forces of the universe. 
Wed Dec 15th 
 Notes on Newton’s Laws, Newton’s Laws mini investigation. 
Fri Dec 17th 
 Worksheet on Newton’s Laws due (F=ma) 
 Interactive Physics Projectiles and Air Resistance? 
Mon Dec 20th-Wed Dec 22nd 



 Lab: What factors affect air resistance/terminal velocity? 
Thur Dec 23rd 
 Physics of Santa 


